Paris, September 26th, 2012

Bloodhounds
Police procedural TV series
6x52’

“Bloodhounds”, the new police procedural TV series distributed by CALT Distribution,
coming on France Televisions!
Bloodhounds” is an action‐packed police series in which the investigation – a classic “Whodunnit” ‐ revolves around a
manhunt.
The heroes of this series are the members of a special unit of huntsmen, who intervene as soon as an arrest warrant
is issued in France. Many of these warrants are for suspects, presumed perpetrators or crucial witnesses in on‐going
criminal investigations. Each time, these fugitives represent the missing piece in a puzzle that our investigators have
to complete in order to solve the case and accomplish their mission.
The men in this unit are bloodhounds, sleuths, specialist hunters. Hardened cops experienced in arduous, action‐
packed investigations, stakeouts, tailing suspects, sleepless nights, dodging bullets and shedding blood. Their office is
the street, where they relentlessly hunt down those they seek.
A 52‐minute manhunt and a 52‐minute investigation, culminating in the double resolution of a case and a mysterious
disappearance.

International distribution of BLOODHOUNDS is handled by CALT Distribution, present at MIPCOM at booth
02.15 from 8th ‐ 11th October 2012.
Do not hesitate to contact us if you need any further details: Chloe Horgues: chloe.horgues@robinco.fr
Our website: www.caltdistribution.com
Format available.
To watch the trailer please click here
About CALT Distribution
CALT Distribution, a subsidiary of the Robin&Co group, has already proved its expertise in the field of format sales and made its
name as a distributor of original short program concepts produced not only by CALT but other independent production
companies from all over the world.
CALT Distribution markets programs and international formats, such as Caméra Café, Kaamelott, Women!, Hero Corp, Staying
overnight and since September, 2009, Talk of the Town, Paris… After Dark, Dinner at Faubourg St Honoré and What’s up Earth.
It also manages CALT catalogue for the multimedia and DVD supports with the broadcasting and the development of the group
programs on the Internet and mobile phone networks.
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